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Issue 50 is a pretty big milestone and in the time we have been going, there has

been ups and downs, but here we are and it’s all thanks to our readers. As a big thank

you for our longevity, we have organised a pretty large competition to celebrate, where

one lucky reader will receive a brand-new airbrush compressor from Sparmax. For

more details on this, turn to page 74 and check out our review of the compressor on

page 41.

As you’ll see in the following pages, we have taken the time to have a spring

cleaning of the articles we produce — hopefully making things easier for the reader

and if you have any feedback on the new designs, please feel free to let us know.

Right – on to this issue … well, since we’re in a celebratory mood we thought we

would bring you some pretty cool new features, with more on the way in future issues.

So, check out our guide to Patreons. We also have a couple of show reports, a great

tutorial from those cool guys at Green Stuff World and a really good company spotlight

with RPModels.

Kicking all this off, though, is what is easily one of our best insight interviews ever

with Spanish painter and all-round cool guy Marc Masclans.

Shane Rozzell,

Chief Editor

Welcome to Figure Painter Magazine issue 50.
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62

40

41

won?

MINI NEWS

Our regular look at the latest news

from the miniature painting hobby.

PEGASO PAINTING COMPETITION

UPDATE

Votes have been cast, ballots counted

and finally, the results are in – Who

8

EUROMA 2018

Davide Rainone, who visited this years

Euroma model show, brings us his

report of the event.

SUCCUBUS REVIEW

Luke Wilson takes a closer look at this

release from Nutsplanet.

66

THE NEW AND THE OLD

This tutorial, given to us by Green

Stuff World, not only showcases some

of their products, but also has lots of

tips and techniques for beginner and

intermediate painters.

86

87

14

SPARMAX ZETA REVIEW

Shane Rozzell has a look at this new

airbrush compressor from Sparmax.

DR HANNIBAL CAIN REVIEW

Normski has a close look at this horror

themed miniature.

INSIGHT INTERVIEW

This month we talk to one of the best

painters this hobby has, a true master

of his craft — Marc Masclans.

42

74

MONKEY KING REVIEW

Kyle Cruickshank brings us his views on

this release from Nutplanet.

WIN WIN WIN!

It's competition time, and your

chance to win a Sparmax Zeta

Airbrush compressor in our 50th issue

anniversary celebration competition.

ZOMBIE QUEEN REVIEW

Luke Wilson has a grave look at this

release from MK Collectables.

28

36

37

PUTTY&PAINT

Our pick of the ones to watch on

Putty&Paint.

44

RPMODELS

Terry Cowell casts the spotlight on

RPModels and talks to its owner about

their miniatures and busts.

78

88

out.

SHARPENAIR REVIEW

Can we really straighten our own

airbrush needles? Shane Rozzell finds

ASSET DROP REVIEW

So, what is Asset Drop? Terry Cowell

take a look and lets us know.

EXHIBITION OF MINIATURES AND

TABLETOP SCENERY

Marko brings us his take on what

happened at this unique Croatian

modelling event.

52

90

92

EXPOSÉ

Our usual look at the best, new

releases from around the miniature

painting world.

KNIGHT OF CARDONA REVIEW

Normski checks out this miniature from

FeR Miniaters.

GLADIATORE REVIEW

Davide Rainone checks out this mini

bust from Pegaso Models.

84

85

BARBARIAN REVIEW

Normski reviews this bust from

Nutsplanet.

38

56

EXHIBITION

A look at what our readers post to the

FPM Facebook Page. If you want to get

your miniature in our magazine, share

your images to our page. You could win

a spot prize.

MAJOR ANDERS LASSEN REVIEW

Normski and Stuart take a look at this

multi-scale release from RPModels.

THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO PATREON

All you need to know, but were afraid

to ask about Patreons and what they

offer the hobbyist.

LYDIA REVIEW

Terry gives us his views on this release

from Neko Galaxy.
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